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INTRODUCTION

A 70 kg man leading a typical Western life-style has a total energy expenditure of about 11 MJ/d, and a basal metabolic rate of about 7 MJ/d. The proportion of energy derived from the oxidation of different fuels is strongly influenced by dietary intake and composition. When the body is in a state of nutrient balance so that its composition does not change, the quantities of fuels ingested are equal to the quantities oxidized and excreted. In affluent societies carbohydrate, fat and protein account for about 45, 40, and 15% of the energy intake respectively, but in developing countries the proportion of energy derived from carbohydrate may be substantially higher, and that from fat substantially lower (Elia, 1991a).

These gross considerations of metabolism in the whole body give no indication about the contribution of individual tissues to energy expenditure or the types of fuels they use. Furthermore, these considerations give no indication about how metabolism is regulated. The use of arterio–venous (A–V) catheterization studies in humans has demonstrated that the energy expenditure of different tissues can vary 100-fold, and that the types of fuel used by different tissues also varies substantially. Furthermore, fuel selection by the same tissue can change substantially in the same subject in different circumstances. Catheterization studies have also suggested that the supply of substrates by one tissue may determine metabolic events in another tissue (metabolic control by substrate supply). Therefore, in order to understand the link between dietary intake (or dietary deprivation) and tissue metabolic function, it is necessary to consider metabolic events in individual tissues.

Measurements of the rate of exchange of metabolites across tissues provides one of the few ways in which metabolic processes in individual tissues can be studied in vivo. The
The present review aims to discuss briefly some of the principles involved in estimating the flux of metabolites across tissues, and to highlight the development of some important physiological concepts that have emerged recently from this line of investigation. The review does not aim to deal comprehensively with all aspects of the inter-organ flux of nutrients.

It focuses on energy expenditure of individual tissues and the exchange of ketone bodies, glucose plus glycolytic products, and certain key amino acids in various nutritional and pathophysiological states. It does not focus on the exchange and regulation of non-esterified fatty acids and triacylglycerol across tissues such as adipose tissue.

**PRINCIPLES**

Although the measurement of A–V concentration differences of metabolites across a tissue gives an indication about whether the tissue takes up or releases metabolites, it gives little indication about the rate of exchange. In order to do this it is obviously necessary to multiply measurements of A–V concentration differences of metabolites, with estimates of blood flow (rate of exchange (nmol/l tissue per min) = A–V concentration difference (μmol/l) × blood flow (ml/l tissue per min)). This simple procedure involves a number of assumptions which are briefly discussed later so that the limitations of the techniques used to study metabolism in vivo can be appreciated.

1. The most accurate quantitative results are obtained when the circulating concentrations of metabolites are constant or nearly constant, and the measurements are made in whole blood. Since arterial and venous blood samples are normally taken simultaneously, accurate estimations of the rate of exchange of metabolites between blood and tissues are more difficult if the concentration of metabolites on the arterial side of the circulation changes substantially during a period of time equal to the transit time of blood through a tissue. If such changes are ignored the errors can be large, especially when the transit time of blood through a tissue is long and the arterial concentration of metabolites changes rapidly.

It is also preferable to measure the concentration of metabolites in whole blood rather than plasma since erythrocytes play an important role in the inter-organ flux of metabolites (Elwyn et al. 1972; Felig et al. 1973b).

2. In A–V catheterization studies it is frequently assumed that samples of venous blood arise specifically from the tissue under investigation. For example, in studies of forearm metabolism it is assumed that the blood obtained from one of the deep branches of the antecubital vein drains muscle almost exclusively. This may not be the case since the deep venous system has some tributaries from the superficial venous system, which drains skin and adipose tissue. In forearm catheterization studies the customary procedure of inflating a sphygmomanometer cuff placed around the wrist to a pressure above systolic blood pressure, not only has the effect of excluding the hand circulation from the forearm preparation, but also of preventing the wrist perforators from draining blood from the superficial venous system into the deep venous system. Even so, the deep venous system may still receive a contribution of blood from the superficial venous system via a few venous perforators in the forearm.

In A–V catheterization studies of subcutaneous abdominal adipose tissue it is assumed that the cannulated abdominal vein receives blood almost exclusively from adipose tissue and not from the skin or underlying muscle. However, some of the blood draining skin probably reaches the cannulated abdominal vein.

In regional catheterization studies of the brain the positioning of the venous catheter in
the jugular bulb is important for obtaining blood that has a minimum contribution from non-nervous tissue.

3. In studies of regional tissue metabolism it is assumed that blood flow measurements are accurate and specific to the tissue under investigation. A variety of different regional blood flow techniques have been used in such studies. For example, dye-dilution techniques (Wahren et al. 1976) and plethysmography (Aoki et al. 1981; Elia et al. 1988) have been used for measuring limb blood flow, dye-clearance techniques for measuring renal (Owen & Robinson, 1963) or hepatic blood flow (Wahren et al. 1976), thermodilution techniques for measuring blood flow to the inter-scapular region (Brundin et al. 1987) and lung (Plumley et al. 1990), and xenon-clearance techniques for measuring blood flow to muscle and adipose tissue (Coppack et al. 1990).

These techniques are based on different assumptions which may not be valid in all circumstances. For example, in clearance techniques for estimating hepatic blood flow, it is assumed that there is essentially complete uptake of the marker from the blood perfusing the liver, but this may not be the case, especially when there is liver dysfunction.

Muscle blood flow has often been estimated by limb plethysmography, which measures blood flow to the whole limb and not just muscle. Therefore, it is necessary to make further assumptions about the distribution of blood between muscular and non-muscular limb tissues. A more direct method for measuring blood flow to muscle is nutritive blood flow, which involves measuring the fractional rate of loss of radioactive xenon, which has been directly injected into muscle. However, in calculating blood flow using this technique, assumptions have to be made about the partition coefficient of xenon between muscle and blood. This coefficient provides a measure of the ease with which xenon is 'washed out' of the tissue by the blood perfusing it. The partition coefficients for muscle and skin are similar to each other, but that for adipose tissue is more than tenfold greater due to the higher 'solubility' of xenon in adipose tissue. It is likely that some differences in the partition coefficient exist for different muscles in the same individual and the same muscle in different individuals. The muscles of obese individuals, which have a greater amount of fat, are expected to have a higher partition coefficient than the muscles of lean individuals, which have a smaller amount of fat.

In recent studies of forearm and calf muscle blood flow, estimates obtained using forearm plethysmography were found to be as much as twofold greater than those obtained simultaneously using the xenon method (A. Kurpad & M. Elia, unpublished results). Possible explanations for these observations include a high contribution of non-muscular tissues to forearm blood flow, and a particularly low blood flow (or high partition coefficient) to the specific muscle that was injected with xenon, compared with other forearm muscles, which were not injected.

In view of the previously discussed uncertainties it is better to regard the results of some A–V studies as semi-quantitative. Their accuracy depends on the type of tissue investigated and the techniques employed. In studies where regional blood flow measurements are not available, some qualitative conclusions can still be made about fuel selection or the fate of a substrate within a tissue, e.g. the rate of uptake or release of one substrate relative to that of another.

Extrapolation of results obtained from the study of a specific tissue (e.g. muscle or adipose tissue) to the whole mass of the same tissue in the whole body is associated with further uncertainties. This is because further assumptions have to be made about the similarity in metabolic behaviour between the specific tissue investigated and the same type of tissue in other parts of the body. In such calculations it is obviously necessary to estimate the mass of that tissue within the body (Elia & Jebb, 1990a, b).

Despite the previously mentioned difficulties and uncertainties, the results of regional
catheterization studies, with or without concomitant measurements of regional blood flow, have made an enormous impact on concepts of tissue metabolism in health and disease. A few examples will be discussed.

**OXYGEN UPTAKE AND ENERGY EXPENDITURE OF INDIVIDUAL TISSUES**

The energy expenditure of the whole body is usually estimated from the amount of $O_2$ used by the body and the amount of carbon dioxide it produces. The energy expenditure of tissues in vivo is normally assessed from the rate of $O_2$ consumption alone. This is partly because estimates of the $O_2$ content of the blood supplying and draining tissues can be made readily and accurately from measurements of the circulating concentration of haemoglobin and the percentage saturation with $O_2$, and partly because the $O_2$ content of arterial blood is substantially higher than in venous blood, e.g. for ‘muscle’ it is frequently about 30–50% higher. In contrast, accurate measurements of the $CO_2$ content of whole blood may be more difficult, and the percentage difference between the $CO_2$ content of arterial and venous blood is lower than that for $O_2$. This is because the circulating pool of $CO_2$ is greater than that of $O_2$. Therefore, small errors in measuring the circulating concentration of $CO_2$ in whole blood may produce substantial errors in the estimate of $CO_2$ production by a tissue. However, fortunately, $O_2$ consumption alone is a good indicator of energy expenditure. Table 1 shows that there is only a small variation in the energy equivalents of $O_2$ associated with the oxidation of different fuels. Furthermore, the $O_2$ content of arterial blood remains remarkably constant in most circumstances and, therefore, the estimate of the $O_2$ uptake of a tissue is not subject to some of the non-steady state problems discussed previously.

One of the important contributions of A–V studies to energy metabolism is that they have established that the $O_2$ consumption of different tissues varies widely. Table 2 summarizes the results of organ metabolic rates and the estimated distribution of energy expenditure between the tissues of ‘reference man’ (Snyder et al. 1975). From this it is apparent that the liver, brain, heart and kidney, which account for only about 60 g/kg body-weight, are responsible for about 60% of the energy expenditure of the whole body. The lungs may also make a substantial contribution to the energy expenditure of the body, but adequate values for the $O_2$ consumption of the lungs in vivo are not available due to the difficulties in making an assessment whilst there is a large gaseous exchange with the surrounding atmosphere.

Muscle, which was once thought to make a major contribution to resting energy expenditure because of its large size (about 400 g/kg body-weight), probably only accounts for about one-fifth of the total energy expenditure. Although the exact amount is still uncertain, some workers have suggested that the variability in the energy expenditure of resting muscle is a major contributor to the variability in basal metabolic rate (BMR; Zurlo et al. 1990). This conclusion is based on a number of assumptions associated with A–V catheterization techniques and estimation of muscle blood flow (see p. 5) in individuals with different forearm composition. Adipose tissue has an even lower energy expenditure than muscle, although there is little information about regional variations. Nevertheless, extrapolation of measurements made on subcutaneous abdominal adipose tissue (Elia, 1991b) to the whole mass of adipose tissue within the body, provides estimates that are similar to those calculated by a statistical method which depends on measurements of body composition and energy expenditure (Garby et al. 1987). These estimates also agree closely with those based on the $O_2$ consumption of adipocytes in vitro (Hallgren et al. 1989). However, it should be emphasized that for a variety of other tissues, measurements of $O_2$
Table 1. The energy equivalents of oxygen for various substrates (oxidation to carbon dioxide and water)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Energy equivalent of O₂ (kJ/l)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glycogen</td>
<td>21.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>20.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Typical’ triacylglycerol</td>
<td>19.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioleyl palmitate</td>
<td>19.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oleic acid</td>
<td>19.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmitic acid</td>
<td>19.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stearic acid</td>
<td>19.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetic acid</td>
<td>19.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propionic acid</td>
<td>19.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butyric acid</td>
<td>19.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycerol</td>
<td>21.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetoacetic acid</td>
<td>19.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-hydroxybutyric acid</td>
<td>19.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>19.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactic acid</td>
<td>20.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>20.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein†</td>
<td>19.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on Livesey & Elia (1988) and Weast (1976). The heats of combustion of fatty acids were calculated using the formula given by Livesey & Elia (1988).
† The value refers to the oxidation of protein in the whole body to urea, ammonia and creatinine in the nitrogenous ratio of 95:5:5. The energy equivalents of O₂ for individual amino acids are close to the general value for protein (Livesey & Elia, 1988).

Table 2. The distribution of weight and the protein content of a 70 kg man and the estimated contribution of different tissues and organs to basal metabolic rate (BMR)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wt of tissue</th>
<th>Protein content (kg)</th>
<th>Organ/tissue metabolic rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% body-wt</td>
<td>MJ/kg per d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adipose tissue</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous by difference (e.g. skin, intestine, bone, glands)</td>
<td>23.16</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole body</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The weight of tissues and their protein content correspond to those of ‘reference man’ (Snyder et al. 1975). The values for the heart are without blood in its chambers.

consumption in vitro agree poorly with those obtained in vivo by A–V catheterization techniques (Davies, 1961). The in vitro results are influenced by the composition of the incubating medium, and the altered electrical activity or tension of tissues such as brain and muscle. Furthermore, even for other tissues such as the lung, the O₂ consumption of tissue
slices may be considerably greater than that of lung perfusion systems (Davies, 1961), which are more physiological.

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of energy expenditure between different organs in a 70 kg man and a child, 0.5 years, weighing 7.5 kg. In the child the brain alone accounts for about 45% of energy expenditure, but the value decreases as the child grows older. In contrast, muscle accounts for only about 6% of energy expenditure in the 7.5 kg child, but this increases to about 20% in the ‘reference’ adult male. This is partly due to the smaller proportion of muscle in the young infant (about 250 g/kg body-weight compared with about 400–450 g/kg body-weight in the adult), and a greater proportion of organs, which are metabolically more active (about 100 g/kg body-weight for the sum of liver, kidneys, brain, and heart, compared with 60 g/kg body-weight in the adult).

Despite limited information (Elia, 1991b) there appears to be little change in the rate of \( O_2 \) consumption per unit weight of organs or tissue in individuals of different age and sex. Although there is a twofold difference in whole-body BMR/kg body-weight between a 6-month-old child and an adult, the values for BMR/kg organ weights (sum of liver, kidney, heart and brain) remain remarkably constant during growth and development (Elia, 1991b). Therefore, the twofold difference in BMR between infancy and adulthood can be largely explained by differences in the proportion of metabolically active tissues (mainly organs) relative to less-active tissues (mainly adipose tissue and muscle).

These observations raise important points about the mechanisms of energy adaptation in starvation and malnutrition. It is possible to conserve energy by either reducing the proportion of metabolically active tissues relative to less-active tissues, or by reducing the metabolic rate/unit weight of individual tissues. Unfortunately there have been few studies undertaken to distinguish between these possibilities, although both seem likely. Animal studies involving dietary manipulation suggest that major changes in organ size may occur with little change in organ metabolic rate (\( O_2 \) consumption/kg organ weight; Burrin et al. 1989). Furthermore, studies in rats suggest that the intra-abdominal organs may be lost at a greater rate than skeletal muscle during starvation (Addis et al. 1936).

Changes in the relative proportions of tissues have also been documented in experimental studies of injury and sepsis. In some of these, an increase in the size of the liver has been noted, despite weight loss, muscle wasting and a negative nitrogen balance (Wusteman & Elia, 1990). These observations suggest that there has been net transfer of N from muscle to liver. Therefore, the increase in metabolic rate that commonly occurs in sepsis/injury could at least be partly due to the presence of more tissues such as liver, relative to muscle. Such considerations probably also apply to humans since the size of intra-abdominal organs relative to muscle appears to remain higher in patients with malignancy than those with anorexia nervosa (Heymsfield & McManus, 1985).

Regional catheterization studies in hypermetabolic patients, e.g. those suffering from severe burns, have shown that \( O_2 \) consumption is increased in a variety of different tissues (Wilmore & Aulick, 1978). Although this increase may be partly due to an increase in the size of some organs, a more important mechanism probably involves a rise in the metabolic rate/kg individual tissues. In patients with severe burns whole-body metabolic rate may increase by more than 50% above normal (Elia, 1990). If this was entirely due to an increase in the size of organs, their size would have to double. Since this does not occur it is likely that there is an increase in the metabolic rate/kg organ. Acute elevations in the rate of \( O_2 \) consumption in individual human tissues resulting from the administration of stress hormones (glucagon, catecholamines and cortisol), are almost certainly due to an increase in the metabolic rate/kg individual tissues. There is clearly insufficient time for any redistribution of protein to occur within the body.

One of the important thermogenic tissues in small animals is brown fat. This tissue is also
present in human infants and adults, particularly in the peri-renal and inter-scapular regions. However, there has been controversy about the contribution of brown fat to energy expenditure, particularly in adult man. A recent A-V study in adults aged 20–36 years (Brundin et al. 1987) attempted to examine the importance of the inter-scapular brown fat depot in energy production, by measuring the heat released and the O₂ consumption of the tissues draining into the azygos vein. This vein drains a large skin area including that in the thoracic wall, and the inter-scapular brown adipose tissue. The average azygos vein blood flow was found to be 94 ml/min and the O₂ consumption, 6 ml/min, which is equivalent to about 2.5 % of the measured whole-body O₂ consumption. Using a thermodilution technique it was also estimated that the heat flow from the tissues drained by the azygos vein was only about 0.5 W. This study suggests that the quantitative importance of this area to energy expenditure is small, at least in the resting and fasted state. It does not support the concept that the inter-scapular brown fat depot contributes significantly to energy expenditure under the circumstances of the study, although it is possible that brown fat activity may increase considerably after ‘stress’. However, the major increase in the O₂ consumption of the splanchnic area, which has been noted after injury and infusion of ‘stress’ hormones in humans (catecholamines, glucagon, and cortisol either alone or in combination) is unlikely to be due to increased brown fat activity in the liver because this tissue has little or no brown fat (or the 32,000 dalton mitochondrial uncoupling protein which is responsible for the thermogenic activity of brown adipose tissue).

**STARVATION AND KETONE BODIES**

Regional catheterization studies have shown that after an overnight fast the liver releases glucose at a rate of about 200 g/d, and that the brain utilizes more than half this (about
During starvation, when glycogen stores are depleted, glucose is formed predominantly from amino acids (about 100 amino acids form 65 g glucose) and the glycerol moiety of triacylglycerol. If during starvation the brain continued to depend on glucose as its main energy source, lean tissues would have to break down rapidly to provide the amino acids necessary for gluconeogenesis. The lean tissues would quickly become depleted and this would reduce survival time. Fatty acids are not important fuels for the brain during starvation, partly because they do not readily pass through the blood–brain barrier, and partly because the enzymes involved in their oxidation are lacking from the brain.

The quantitative importance of ketone bodies as a fuel for the brain during starvation was recognized by Owen et al. (1967), who studied brain metabolism by A–V catheterization techniques in obese individuals undergoing therapeutic starvation. Ketone bodies, which are water soluble and readily cross the blood–brain barrier, were found to become the most important fuel for the brain during prolonged starvation. This has the advantage of sparing glucose and, therefore, reducing the need to catabolize lean tissues, which provide amino acids for gluconeogenesis. The main reason why ketone bodies become the major energy substrate for the brain during starvation (Robinson & Williamson, 1980) is that their availability increases dramatically (i.e. a mass action effect). The blood concentration of acetoacetate (AcAc) plus 3-hydroxybutyrate (BOH) rises from a normal post-absorptive value of about 0.1 mmol/l to more than 5 mmol/l during prolonged starvation. No other energy substrates show such an increase during starvation. Indeed, the circulating concentration of glucose, which is normally the major substrate for brain metabolism, falls during starvation. The large variability in circulating ketone-body concentration in different pathophysiological states not only allows these metabolites to become important energy substrate in tissues distant from their hepatic site of production, but also important signals for metabolic regulation (Robinson & Williamson, 1980), e.g. they inhibit the utilization and oxidation of glucose.

During starvation ketone bodies were also found to become important fuels for other tissues such as muscle and heart. The forearm catheterization studies of Owen & Reichard (1971) showed that during early starvation (3 d) in obese individuals about 50% of the O₂ consumption of muscle could be accounted for by the uptake of ketone bodies (BOH and AcAc). However, the situation was found to change during prolonged starvation (3 weeks). AcAc continued to be taken up by muscle at a high rate, but some of it appeared to be converted to BOH, which was released. As a consequence only about 18% of the O₂ uptake could be accounted for by the net oxidation of ketone bodies. Other studies suggested an even lower contribution of ketone bodies to the oxidative metabolism of forearm muscle during prolonged starvation (about 10% by Hagenfeldt & Wahren, 1971). The effect of these changes is to reduce the high rate of ketone-body utilization, which occurs in peripheral tissue during early starvation, and replace them with non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA). The ketone bodies, which are spared from peripheral tissue metabolism, increase in concentration and become available for the brain, which does not utilize NEFA directly.

The reduced rate of utilization of ketone bodies by forearm muscle during prolonged starvation (compared with early starvation; Owen & Reichard, 1971) raises questions about the mechanisms responsible for the change. It is not due to a reduction in the availability of ketone bodies because their circulating concentration doubled between 3 d and 3 weeks of starvation. However, it is possible that the activity of the enzymes involved in ketone-body metabolism in muscle decreases as starvation progresses.

The ‘classic’ changes in fuel selection described previously for obese individuals do not necessarily apply to all subjects. Little attention has been given to possible metabolic differences that may exist between lean and obese individuals. Indeed, measurement of the
Circulating ketone-body concentration in different groups of subjects (children, and lean and obese adults) suggests that there may be importance differences between them. The rate at which blood ketone-body concentrations (and BOH:AcAc ratio) rise during early starvation may be twice as fast in lean adults than in obese adults. The rate of rise in children is even greater. Such changes are illustrated in Figs 2 and 3, which were constructed from the results of a large number of studies according to the criteria indicated.

It has also been reported that the ketone-body concentration rises more rapidly in females than in males (Goschke et al. 1976; Haymond et al. 1982), and, in prolonged starvation the rise may be greater in older individuals than younger subjects (Hall et al. 1984). These observations do not explain the differences in ketone-body concentration between the lean and obese subjects indicated in Fig. 2, because a greater proportion of the obese subjects were older and female compared with the lean subjects.

Table 3 summarizes the results of ketone-body production rates estimated by A–V catheterization and tracer techniques in lean and obese individuals undergoing short-term starvation. The obese subjects maintain a lower circulating ketone-body concentration despite a similar or even a possibly higher rate of ketone-body production than the lean. Since muscle is an important site of ketone-body utilization in the obese, this prompted our group (Elia et al. 1990) to undertake forearm catheterization studies in lean male individuals after an overnight fast (12–14 h of starvation), and between 36–40 and 60–66 h of starvation. These studies during early starvation showed that muscle took a substantial amount of AcAc and released BOH, a phenomenon that was observed in obese individuals.
only during prolonged starvation. This release of BOH can help explain why the circulating concentration of BOH rises much more rapidly in lean individuals than in the obese. The contribution of ketone bodies to oxidative metabolism in lean subjects was estimated to be about 5% after an overnight fast, 10% after 36–40 h of starvation, and 20% after 60–66 h of starvation. In this study of short-term starvation (Elia et al. 1990), the dominant energy source for forearm metabolism was found to be fatty acids (cf. obese individuals (Owen & Reichard, 1971)). The reason for the apparent differences in ketone body and fatty acid metabolism between lean and obese subjects during early starvation is uncertain, but the lean subjects investigated by Elia et al. (1990), were healthy young male adults, whilst the obese subjects studied by Owen & Reichard (1971) were older, predominantly female, and had conditions other than obesity (diabetes, heart failure, polycythaemia). Although sex, age and obesity may affect muscle size and composition, and alter both the circulating insulin concentration and insulin sensitivity in muscle, the extent to which these factors contribute to the previously described metabolic differences is uncertain.

There has also been an interest in the relationship between ketogenesis and N conservation during starvation. Since ketone bodies replace glucose as an oxidative fuel (Fig. 4), this reduces the need for gluconeogenesis from net protein breakdown. However, some workers have pointed out that the fractional contribution of protein oxidation to energy expenditure (BMR) may not decrease during starvation (Henry et al. 1986). Elia & Parkinson (1989) agreed that this may be the case in lean individuals, but pointed out the remarkable protein economy that occurs in obese individuals undergoing prolonged starvation. It has been known since the beginning of the century, and possibly earlier, that survival during starvation in a variety of species depends on the size of the energy stores, which differ to a much greater extent between lean and obese individuals than the available ‘protein stores’. Teleologically, the reduced contribution of protein oxidation to total energy expenditure in obese individuals undergoing prolonged starvation seems to be important for survival since it allows a degree of ‘parallel’ depletion of the available energy and ‘protein’ stores. In lean individuals, who are likely to survive for shorter periods of time during starvation than obese individuals, the need to restrict protein loss is less.
Table 3. Production or splanchnic release of ketone bodies 3-hydroxybutyrate (BOH) and acetoacetate (AcAc) in relation to their circulating concentration (and BOH:AcAc) in lean and obese subjects undergoing short-term starvation (60–84 h)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period of starvation (h)</th>
<th>BOH + AcAc (mm)</th>
<th>BOH : AcAc</th>
<th>BOH release (mmol/min)</th>
<th>AcAc release (mmol/min)</th>
<th>BOH + AcAc release (mmol/min)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catheterization studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean subjects (n 6)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean subjects (n 5)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean subjects (n 16)</td>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean subjects* (n 2)</td>
<td>80–86</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese* (n 3)</td>
<td>80–86</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracer studies†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean subjects (n 5)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese subjects (n 4)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>1.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The two lean individuals (body mass index 21.3 and 22.5 kg/m²) had hypertension and cardiovascular abnormalities. The body mass index in the obese subjects ranged from 28.8 to 39.5 kg/m².

† Since tracer techniques are known to give higher values for rates of ketone body production than arterio-hepatic venous catheterization studies (Williamson & Whitelaw, 1978), comparisons between lean and obese subjects should be made using the same technique.
The likely changes in basal metabolic rate and fuel selection in a lean subject undergoing starvation. Note the transient increase in nitrogen excretion and basal metabolic rate during early starvation. Ketone bodies which are derived from fatty acids become major fuels for the tissues of the body and account for up to about 40% of basal energy expenditure.

The signals that act as a link between adipose tissue mass and the rate of protein oxidation during prolonged starvation are not entirely understood. Ketone bodies have been implicated since infusions of BOH reduce net protein breakdown, but the effects are only small. Furthermore, although net glycogen breakdown is considered to have essentially ceased after the first 1.5–2.0 d of starvation, amino acid oxidation judged from urine N excretion frequently shows a temporary increase 2–4 d after the onset of starvation (Fig. 4). This occurs despite a progressive increase in ketone-body utilization by various tissues of the body including the brain, which at this time derives more than about one-third of its energy from the oxidation of ketone bodies (Dietze et al. 1980). It is also interesting that the fractional contribution of protein oxidation to energy expenditure during the first 6 d of starvation is similar or slightly higher in lean subjects than in obese subjects (Goschke et al. 1975), despite the generally higher circulating ketone-body concentrations in lean subjects. Although differences in ketone-body metabolism between lean and obese subjects undergoing prolonged starvation have been poorly documented, it is clear that there are still some uncertainties about the factors that regulate protein catabolism during starvation.

Fig. 4 shows that the changes in fuel selection associated with early starvation are not only associated with a transient increase in N excretion but also a transient increase in BMR (for a summary of the changes in BMR, see Pullicino & Elia, 1991). A variety of factors probably contribute to this increase in energy expenditure including the following: the energy cost associated with an increase in gluconeogenesis from amino acids; the use of more fat as an energy source which is associated with the release of less heat per mol ATP gained than the oxidation of glycogen (Elia & Livesey, 1988); the energy cost associated with an increase in triacylglycerol-fatty acid recycling (Elia et al. 1984b) and acetyl coA–ketone body recycling.
CARBOHYDRATE FLUX AND CORI-CYCLE ACTIVITY

Not all the glucose-carbon taken up by muscle is oxidized or stored in muscle. Some of it may be released in the form of lactic acid (a product of glycolysis), which is subsequently taken up by the liver to re-form glucose. This glucose may then recirculate back to muscle to complete the so-called Cori cycle. Evidence for the existence of this cycle was obtained in vivo from A-V catheterization studies of muscle and of the splanchnic bed.

The concept of the Cori cycle was strengthened by repeated observations that muscle preparations increased the release of lactate (and other glycolytic products) when the availability of glucose in the incubating medium was increased. Many considered that this was also the case in vivo. However, forearm catheterization studies showed that intravenous administration of glucose resulted in a several-fold increase in the rate of uptake of glucose by muscle, which was not associated with an increase in the release of lactate or other glycolytic products. Indeed, the release of these products in vivo under the conditions of study tended to decrease. It is likely that most of the glucose taken up by muscle was stored in muscle or oxidized to CO₂ and water, leaving little to be released as C₃ glycolytic fragments. The increase in circulating insulin concentration not only favors glycogen deposition but also the activation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (EC 1.2.4.1, 1.8.1.4, 2.3.1.12, 3.1.3.43) which catalyses an important rate-limiting step in the oxidation of glucose (Randle, 1978). The reduced circulating concentration of NEFA, which follows glucose administration, also favors activation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex.

The observation that intravenous (Dietze, 1983; Elia et al. 1985) or oral glucose (Jackson et al. 1987) may reduce rather than increase the release of lactate by human muscle, differs from what might be predicted from in vitro studies and by the Cori cycle. Furthermore, other catheterization studies in humans have shown that large doses of oral or intravenous glucose may cause splanchnic tissues to revert from taking up lactate to releasing it (Felig et al. 1975; Felig & Wahren, 1975; Ferrannini et al. 1980). Therefore, biochemical concepts have to be modified to take into account the new observations.

Although in starvation the availability of carbohydrate is reduced and its uptake by a variety of tissues including muscle is decreased, the release of glycolytic products may be unchanged or even increased (Elia et al. 1990). Certainly the release of lactate relative to the uptake of glucose by muscle is increased (Owen & Reichard, 1971; Dietze et al. 1978, 1980; Elia et al. 1990). This can be regarded as a consequence of adaptive changes which are associated with preservation of glucose-C. The first irreversible step in the oxidation of glucose is catalysed by the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex which oxidatively decarboxylates pyruvate (pyruvate is also linked to alanine and lactate by near equilibrium reactions). The inhibition of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex during starvation by the reduced circulating insulin concentration and high concentration of NEFA and ketone bodies, will tend to favour release of glycolytic products.

Another important observation that has emerged from the use of regional catheterization techniques is the high rate of inter-organ flux of lactate in patients with burns (Wilmore & Aulick, 1978). In severely burned subjects, the wound may utilize the majority of the glucose produced by the liver. However, the burn wound appears to be incapable of oxidizing the glucose that it takes up. Virtually all the glucose-C is released in the form of lactate. The basis of the glycolytic nature of the burn tissue is uncertain, but it has been suggested that lactate (or a change in local pH induced by high lactate concentrations) may have a beneficial effect by inhibiting bacterial growth and possibly stimulating fibroblastic activity (Wilmore & Aulick, 1978). Such studies also show that the damaged peripheral tissues are not the major sites of O₂ consumption. Instead, the damage caused by the burn...
initiates a series of neuro-hormonal changes that result in increased metabolic activity in a variety of tissues distant from the site of injury.

**THE IMPORTANCE OF ALANINE IN THE TRANSFER OF N BETWEEN TISSUES**

Another important cycle that was clarified as a result of regional catheterization studies of muscle and the splanchnic bed, is the glucose–alanine cycle. The origins of this cycle go back to work in vitro which showed that the perfused liver takes up alanine, and muscle preparations released alanine in preference to other amino acids. In muscle the N of alanine was derived from other amino acids and its C skeleton from glucose. Essentially, some amino acids transaminated with pyruvate, which is derived predominantly from glucose (although some may be formed from amino acids) to form alanine (Mallette *et al.* 1969). When the availability of glucose in muscle preparations was increased, the rate of glycolysis was also found to increase (Odessey *et al.* 1974; Fulks *et al.* 1975; Snell & Duff, 1977). This made more pyruvate available for transamination with the result more alanine was formed and released (in conjunction with other glycolytic products (lactate and pyruvate)).

Shortly after the postulation of the glucose–alanine cycle, several A-V catheterization studies confirmed that alanine was a major amino acid released by muscle, accounting for about 30% of the total amino acid released after an overnight fast (e.g. Pozefsky *et al.* 1969; Felig *et al.* 1970; Felig, 1973; an important amino acid that was not measured in some of these early studies was glutamine, see pp. 18–24). The predominance of alanine release was not due to the presence of a particularly high alanine content in muscle protein (alanine accounts for about 6% amino acid residues in muscle protein; Kominz *et al.* 1954). It was also not due to temporary depletion of the free alanine pool in muscle, since alanine release dominated other amino acids even during prolonged starvation. These observations suggested that alanine was formed in muscle de novo, as was observed in the muscle preparations.

The link between pyruvate and alanine was emphasized by two further sets of observations:

1. Infusion of pyruvate in the human brachial artery resulted in increased alanine release by forearm muscle (Pozefsky & Tancredi, 1972). In contrast, in a patient with McArdle’s syndrome (myophosphorylase deficiency), the normal increase in alanine release that occurs during exercise, did not occur because of the inability to produce increased amounts of pyruvate from glycogen breakdown (Wahren *et al.* 1973).

2. A positive relationship between circulating alanine and pyruvate concentrations is observed in a variety of situations: basal post-absorptive state (no other amino acid appears to share this relationship with pyruvate); chronic hyperpyruvicemia associated with inborn errors of metabolism (Lonsdale *et al.* 1969); exercise (Felig & Wahren, 1971); Cushing’s disease and after administration of corticosteroids (Wise *et al.* 1973); lactic acidosis (Marliss *et al.* 1971).

The major fate of alanine released by muscle was identified when the flux of alanine was measured across the liver and splanchnic tissues (see Felig, 1973). Between 35 and 50% of the total amino acid uptake was in the form of alanine. These observations together with those observed in vitro formed the basis of the glucose–alanine cycle. The A-V studies suggested that molar release of alanine exceeded that of pyruvate, although it was not as high as that of lactate. The alanine that was formed in muscle was taken up by the liver, where its C skeleton was converted to glucose, and its N was presumably used to form urea. The transfer of N from muscle to liver is essentially a catabolic process since it involves the
formation of urea which is the major nitrogenous end-product of protein metabolism. One of the roles of the glucose–alanine cycle is that it transfers N from the periphery to the liver without the liberation of ammonia which is toxic.

Subsequently, it was found that infusion of alanine or other gluconeogenic substrates into the systemic circulation resulted in increased hepatic uptake of the same substrate. Furthermore, conditions associated with increased release of alanine into the circulation were associated with increased hepatic uptake of alanine by the splanchnic tissues (Aulick & Wilmore, 1979; Wilmore et al. 1980), whilst conditions associated with decreased peripheral alanine release (e.g. starvation) were associated with decreased splanchnic uptake of alanine (Felig et al. 1969; Felig, 1973). These observations were consistent with the idea that metabolic events in the liver could be controlled by the supply of metabolites such as alanine derived from other tissues (cf. p. 10 for the influence of hepatic ketogenesis on brain metabolism). The observations also suggested that factors that affected the production and release of alanine and other amino acids from peripheral tissues could play an important role in protein economy. It is also possible that independent intrahepatic regulation of metabolism could influence metabolic events in other tissues by altering the circulating concentration of metabolites such as glucose, lactate, alanine and ketone bodies. The possible interaction between tissues increases when metabolic pathways or cycles start in one tissue but subsequently involve two or more tissues.

Two further observations followed that altered concepts about the importance of alanine in metabolism. The first was the importance of alanine release by muscle in the fed state, and the second was the recognition that glutamine played an even more important role than alanine in the inter-organ flux of N (see pp. 18–24).

After a protein meal the release of alanine relative to glutamine decreased (Elia & Livesey, 1983). This was also found to be the case after administration of a mixture of amino acids (Abumrad et al. 1982; Gelfand et al. 1986). Interestingly, after the oral protein meal there was an apparent temporary ‘uptake’ of alanine, which was followed by A V concentration differences of alanine that remained close to zero despite a nearly constant arterial concentration. In other studies, one of the branched-chain amino acids (BCAA; leucine) was administered alone either orally (Aoki et al. 1981) or intravenously (Elia & Livesey, 1981, 1983). Since BCAA are metabolized in muscle it was felt that measuring the rate of release of different amino acids from muscle might give a clue as to the fate of the N present in the BCAA (although possible changes in the pool size of individual amino acids were confounding variables). The results indicated that leucine stimulated glutamine rather than alanine release by muscle (Aoki et al. 1981; Elia & Livesey, 1981, 1983).

It was then felt that perhaps in situations where glucose availability was increased, the release of alanine may be specifically increased, especially since the availability of pyruvate is also increased in these circumstances. However, administration of oral or intravenous glucose did not increase pyruvate, lactate, or alanine release by muscle (Elia et al. 1985). Indeed their release tended to decrease even when their arterial concentrations were stable. Interestingly, other studies involving administration of large doses of oral or intravenous glucose, suppressed net alanine uptake by splanchnic tissues by as much as 75% (Felig et al. 1975; Felig & Wahren, 1975; Ferrannini et al. 1980). These observations provide further examples of important metabolic processes in vivo that differ from some of those that may be expected from in vitro observations. If glucose administration stimulated alanine release by muscle and subsequent uptake by muscle, as implied by the glucose–alanine cycle, it would result in increased urea formation. Since glucose is protein sparing, the glucose–alanine cycle required re-evaluation (see Elia et al. 1985); however, it should be remembered that other amino acids are involved in the formation of urea in the liver. At the same time the in vivo studies had to explain the mechanism by which the circulating
alanine concentration was often increased after glucose administration. This may have resulted from reduced uptake of alanine by the splanchnic tissues, as indicated previously (decreased gluconeogenesis from alanine implies decreased urea formation from this source), or increased release of alanine by non-muscular tissues, or a combination of both.

Although the previously described studies emphasize the importance of in vivo studies, they do not necessarily give an indication of the normal metabolic changes induced by nutrients ingested in everyday life. This is because subjects do not normally ingest glucose alone, or leucine alone or even a protein meal that lacks carbohydrate and fat. The effect of a mixed meal on muscle metabolism was first studied by Elia et al. (1988, 1989), and subsequently by Coppack et al. 1990 and Frayn et al. 1991. Here again, the release of alanine and other glycolytic products was not increased after a mixed meal despite a major increase in the uptake of glucose (Elia et al. 1989; Frayn et al. 1991). Glutamine carried more N out of muscle than any other amino acid (Elia et al. 1989).

### The Importance of Glutamine in the Transfer of N Between Tissues

Perhaps the most important amino acid involved in the inter-organ transfer of amino acids is glutamine. After an overnight fast peripheral tissues release alanine and glutamine in approximately equimolar quantities, but since glutamine contains two N atoms per molecule, compared with alanine which contains only one atom per molecule, glutamine is twice as important as alanine in carrying N out of peripheral tissues. Furthermore, after administration of nutrients, e.g. glucose (Elia et al. 1985), BCAA (Aoki et al. 1981; Elia & Livesey, 1983), protein meal (Elia & Livesey, 1983; Wahren et al. 1976), and a mixed meal (Elia et al. 1989), glutamine release exceeds that of alanine. Glutamine is now known to be released by a variety of tissues such as muscle, adipose tissue (Frayn et al. 1991), skin plus subcutaneous adipose tissue (K. Khan & M. Elia, unpublished results) and possibly lung (humans, Plumley et al. 1990; animals, Souba et al. 1990b). It is also taken up by a variety of tissues, notably the gut and kidney, both of which release alanine and other amino acids. A variety of factors influence the exchange of glutamine between blood and various tissues, but in muscle a specific sodium-dependent glutamine transporter has been identified which has been implicated in the fine regulation of glutamine efflux from this tissue (Rennie et al. 1986).

The early A–V studies across muscle and splanchnic tissues failed to identify a specific role for glutamine for at least two reasons. The first was its instability, which is affected by a variety of factors. During storage glutamine may degrade to pyroglutamic acid or glutamic acid to an extent which depends on temperature, pH, and the concentration of other substances (Khan & Elia, 1991) or enzymes stored with glutamine. The rate of degradation of glutamine to glutamic acid in plasma is strongly influenced by the activity of γ-glutamyl transferase (EC 2.3.2.2; da Fonseca-Wollheim, 1990), which can be increased more than twentyfold in patients with liver dysfunction. The second reason was that glutamine was frequently not separated chromatographically from other amino acids such as asparagine and glutamic acid, and so it was not possible to specifically assess the flux of glutamine across tissues. Furthermore, since glutamic acid is consistently taken up by peripheral tissues, in contrast to glutamine which is consistently released by peripheral tissues, the combined flux of these two amino acids gives misleading information about the flux of the individual amino acids. Such difficulties do not occur if glutamic acid and glutamine are measured enzymically shortly after sampling.

One of the first observations that highlighted the importance of glutamine in inter-organ flux in man came from forearm and splanchnic catheterization studies in post-absorptive...
and starved subjects (Marliss et al. 1971). Muscle was shown to release substantial quantities of glutamine and the splanchnic tissues took it up. Although the liver has traditionally been assumed to be the organ responsible for the metabolism of amino acids, studies involving simultaneous catheterization of the portal vein, hepatic vein and an artery have shown that the gut is an important tissue that utilizes glutamine in both animals and humans (Felig et al. 1973b; Souba & Wilmore, 1983; Souba et al. 1985a, b, 1990; Welbourne, 1987; Ardawi et al. 1988). Indeed the gut is probably a more important tissue for the net uptake of glutamine than the liver (Souba et al. 1985b, 1990a), although there may be species differences, e.g. the sheep liver appears to take up more glutamine than the gut (Heitmann & Bergman, 1980). Furthermore, perfusion studies of the small intestine showed that glutamine is a major source of energy for this tissue accounting for up to about 35% of the total CO₂ production (Windmueller & Spaeth, 1974, 1978, 1980; Windmueller, 1982). Glutamine is also considered to be an important energy source for the small intestine in vivo (Windmueller & Spaeth, 1980; Windmueller, 1982), and it may also be an important fuel for colonocytes (Ardawi & Newsholme, 1985; Ardawi, 1987). The liver itself has enzymes for synthesizing glutamine (glutamine synthetase) and degrading it (glutaminase), and these are located in different parts of the hepatocytes. The activities of these enzymes which are involved in acid–base regulation (see Haussinger, 1990) may determine whether the liver takes up glutamine or releases it.

Another important organ involved in glutamine metabolism and regulation of acid–base balance is the kidney (Pitts, 1973; Tizianello et al. 1980), which has a high activity of glutamine (EC 3.5.1.2). However, views on the role of renal ammoniagenesis in pH regulation have changed in recent years. The traditional view is that ammonia is a buffer that is produced by the kidney in order to neutralize acid and, therefore, allow more acid to be excreted in acidotic states (the kidney cannot maintain a urinary pH below 4.045 due to the high pH gradient. The observations that the kidney takes up large quantities of glutamine and has a high activity of glutaminase, which increases further in states of acidosis, is consistent with the traditional view of acid–base regulation, in which glutamine is regarded as an important source of urinary ammonia which is used to buffer urinary acid, especially in states of acidosis, such as starvation or diabetic ketoacidosis. Tracer studies later showed that both N atoms in glutamine could be used as a source of urinary ammonia. Several workers concluded that about 50% of the urinary ammonia could be derived from glutamine in normal and acidotic states in animals and humans in vitro and in vivo (Owen & Robinson, 1963; Pitts et al. 1965; Pitts & Pilkington, 1966; Stone & Pitts, 1967; Nissim et al. 1986). Furthermore, during prolonged starvation ammonia replaces urea as the dominant nitrogenous end-product. In such situations up to 50% of urinary N can be accounted for by ammonia, whereas under normal circumstances only about 5% of urinary N excretion is accounted for by ammonia (Owen et al. 1969).

The previously described observations can also be explained by the more recent view that excretion of ammonium ions do not represent excretion of acid. This is because protein oxidation is considered to yield NH₄⁺ (from N groups) and bicarbonate ions (from carboxylate groups) in approximately equimolar amounts without net consumption of hydrogen ions (Atkinson & Camien, 1982; Atkinson & Bourke, 1985). According to this view the primary problem is eliminating the HCO₃⁻ which will lead to alkalosis. Synthesis of urea in the liver is linked to the regulation of acid–base status since it allows disposal of HCO₃⁻.

\[2\text{HCO}_3^- + 2\text{NH}_4^+ \rightarrow (\text{NH}_2)_2\text{CO} + \text{CO}_2 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \]

In metabolic acidosis, which occurs during starvation as a result of an increase in circulating ketone-body concentration, the excess protons react with the HCO₃⁻ formed.
Fig. 5. Co-operation between liver and kidney in acid-base homeostasis. Amino acid oxidation yields ammonium ions and bicarbonate ions which are removed during ureagenesis. In acidosis there is a transfer of NH$_4^+$ from the liver to the kidney via glutamine (---). NH$_4^+$ are excreted without HCO$_3^-$ (the excess protons in acidosis remove HCO$_3^-$ by forming carbon dioxide. Glutamine formed in other tissues contributes to renal ammoniagenesis in both normal and acidotic states. However, in alkalosis (or normal acid-base state) the liver takes up glutamine. GLN, glutamine; αKG, α-ketoglutarate.

from protein catabolism, and so there is no need to continue excreting urea. Consequently urea accounts for less than one-quarter of urine N excretion during prolonged starvation, whilst NH$_4^+$ excretion, which can be regarded as a means of excreting N without concomitant HCO$_3^-$ utilization, becomes the dominant nitrogenous excretory product.

A–V catheterization techniques have shown that the liver may either take up glutamine for net catabolism and urea synthesis (alkalosis/normal acid–base status) or release it as a substrate for renal ammoniagenesis (for review, see Tamarapoo et al. 1990). These observations are consistent with both the traditional and more recent views on acid–base regulation. The co-operative relationships between the liver and kidney are indicated in Fig. 5. The regulatory subtleties and the anatomic borders in the liver that separate the periportal hepatic cells that catabolize the glutamine and generate urea, from the perivenous scavenger cells that synthesize and release glutamine, are discussed in detail elsewhere (Haussinger, 1990).

Another important concept relates to the C skeleton of glutamine. If large amounts of glutamine or other amino acids are used by the kidney as a source of urinary ammonia during acidosis, e.g. during the mild metabolic acidosis of starvation, the excess C has to be disposed of. One of the possible fates of this C is the formation of glucose. Normally the liver is the dominant gluconeogenic organ, but its importance declines during prolonged starvation because the provision of amino acids by peripheral tissues declines. In contrast, renal catheterization studies showed that glucose production by the kidney increased and approximately equalled that produced by the liver (Owen et al. 1969).

The factors that control glutamine utilization by one tissue as opposed to another are important with respect to metabolic regulation. Theoretically a variety of factors could be involved in this regulation including the supply of glutamine from the diet and peripheral tissues, changes in blood flow to specific tissues, and the activity of glutaminases in different tissues. These glutaminases behave differently in various circumstances. For example, renal glutaminase activity increased during acidosis, but this does not necessarily occur for all glutaminases located elsewhere. Furthermore, in the rat a low HCO$_3^-$ concentration, which
is a feature of metabolic acidosis, inhibits the hepatic glutaminase but not the renal glutaminase (Baverel & Lund, 1979). This difference could be one of the factors that could help 'channel' glutamine towards the kidney in states of metabolic acidosis.

It is now recognized that glutamine is potentially an important fuel for a variety of cells (macrophages, fibroblasts and lymphocytes (Brand et al. 1989; Caldwell, 1989; Newsholme & Newsholme, 1989), and epithelial cells of the intestine) and that its N is used for the synthesis of nucleic acids. Although a variety of human tissues have been reported to take up glutamine in vivo (intestine, Felig et al. (1973b), liver, Felig et al. (1973b), kidney, Tizianello et al. (1980), and brain, Hagenfeldt et al. (1980)), until a few years ago muscle was considered to be the only major site of glutamine production, and virtually all the
Fig. 7. The effect of ingesting grilled lean beef steak (250 g raw weight) on the arterio–venous (A–V) concentration differences of (a) selected amino acids: glutamate (GLU; □), glutamine (GLN; ■), alanine (ALA; □), and branched-chain amino acids (BCAA; □), which comprise leucine, isoleucine and valine (b). The release of branched-chain α-keto acids (BCOA; ■) are also indicated. Positive values indicate uptake and negative signs, release (* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01). The mean arterial concentration of amino acids (μmol/l) at 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 mins after steak ingestion respectively were as follows: GLU 175, 185, 193, 203, 190 and 194; GLN 588, 590, 617, 646, 630, 639 and 610; ALA 244, 264, 321, 353, 356, 363 and 352; BCAA 392, 449, 436, 755, 833, 794, and 786. The corresponding values for BCOA were 54, 53, 59, 60, 61, 58, and 54 μmol/l. The graphs are primarily intended to show relative rates of exchange of different substrates. Based on Elia (1981), Elia & Livesey (1981), and Elia & Livesey (1983).

Information about its release was available after an overnight fast. Since then, A–V catheterization studies have provided further information about the inter-organ flux of glutamine and other substrates in the fed state, and have provided evidence of important non-muscular sources of glutamine in both the fed and fasted state.

Elia et al. (1985, 1989) undertook a series of studies which showed that glutamine release by the forearm dominated the release of other amino acids after administration of a variety of nutrients: glucose (Elia et al. 1985), BCAA (Elia & Livesey, 1981, 1983), protein meal (Elia & Livesey, 1983), mixed meal (Elia et al. 1989), and total parenteral nutrition which lacks glutamine (unpublished results). The rate of release of glutamine after administration of nutrients was generally found to be similar to that which occurred before administration of nutrients, although increased release was noted after administration of leucine. In contrast the release of other amino acids was frequently suppressed. An example of the sequential changes which occur after ingestion of a mixed meal is illustrated in Fig. 6. Whilst most amino acids are taken up after the meal glutamine release continued to occur
at a high rate accounting for up to 80% of the total amino acid released 2 h after a meal (Fig. 6).

In a more recent collaborative study between the Sheikh Rashid Diabetic Unit in Oxford and our unit in Cambridge, the exchange of amino acids across forearm muscle was measured at the same time as the exchange across subcutaneous abdominal adipose tissue, both before and for 6 h after ingestion of a mixed meal (Frayn et al. 1991). The study showed that the pattern of amino acids exchange across adipose tissue was similar to that of the forearm, i.e. uptake of glutamate and release of alanine and glutamine. The rates of exchange are considered to be quantitatively important, e.g. the rate of release of glutamine was found to be about 1000 nmol/kg adipose tissue per min. Therefore, adipose tissue can no longer be regarded as a tissue involved in only fat and carbohydrate metabolism. In further studies, Khan & Elia (unpublished results), measured A–V concentration differences of metabolites across forearm muscle and across more superficial forearm tissues (skin plus subcutaneous adipose tissue) both before and for 6 h after ingestion of a mixed meal. The lack of significant A–V concentration differences for creatinine suggested that muscle did not contribute to the exchange of metabolites. Furthermore, the A–V concentration differences across muscle, which were measured simultaneously with those across superficial tissues were not large enough to explain the magnitude of the A–V concentration differences across the superficial tissues, even if there was substantial mixing of superficial and deep venous blood. However, the pattern of exchange of amino acids across the superficial tissues was remarkably similar to that of both muscle and adipose tissue (uptake of glutamate and release of alanine and glutamine, both before and after meal ingestion). Since in both this study and the study involving subcutaneous abdominal fat (Frayn et al. 1991), the amount of N carried out of the tissues in the form of glutamine and alanine was
greater than that taken up in the form of glutamate, other amino acids must be taken up and metabolized in these tissues, e.g. BCAA, as suggested by in vitro work. Such an uptake has been demonstrated in superficial forearm tissues after ingestion of a protein meal (Fig. 7).

Other studies have suggested that the lung may also be an important site of metabolism of amino acids. The results of A–V catheterization studies across the lung are often difficult to assess accurately because of the large blood flow through the lungs, which results in small A–V concentration differences. Small errors in the measurement of glutamine concentration imply large errors in the estimated flux. Nevertheless, there is evidence that glutamine is released by the lungs of animals (Soubra et al. 1990b) and humans (Plumley et al. 1990) in amounts that may exceed that produced normally by the whole musculature of the body muscle (at least in sepsis and possibly post-absorptively in the non-septic state).

Therefore, a complex picture is now emerging (Fig. 8) of the production of alanine and glutamine by a variety of peripheral tissues and the utilization of these amino acids by the liver, gut, kidney, and possibly brain (Hagenfeldt et al. 1980; Felig et al. 1973a). The N in alanine and glutamine is largely derived from other amino acids, such as glutamic acid and the BCAA, which may also contribute to their C skeleton (with the exception of leucine, which is a purely ketogenic amino acid; for metabolic pathways, see Garber et al. 1976; Chang & Goldberg, 1978; Goldstein & Newsholme, 1976).

BCAA METABOLISM IN PERIPHERAL TISSUES

The concept that significant amino acid transformations occur in peripheral tissues such as muscle was not always accepted. At one time it was felt that protein synthesis and degradation occurred in muscle without significant amino acid transformation. However, several workers showed muscle preparations could metabolize BCAA (e.g. Manchester, 1965; Goldberg & Odessey, 1972; Odessey & Goldberg, 1972). Furthermore, the rate of BCAA metabolism per g wet tissue was found to be faster in muscle than liver (Meikle & Klain, 1972; Odessey & Goldberg, 1972). The enzymes involved in BCAA metabolism were also identified (BCAA aminotransferase (EC 2.6.1.42) and branched-chain α-keto acid (BCOA) dehydrogenase (EC 1.2.4.4) in humans and in their activities were found to be greater in the musculature of the body than in the liver (Goto et al. 1977; Khatra et al. 1977). It was also found that substantial quantities of dietary BCAA given in the form of a protein meal or a mixed meal escaped initial metabolism in the human liver (estimated to be about half the total quantity of ingested BCAA), and were taken up by muscle, where they accounted for about half the total amino acid uptake by this tissue (Wahren et al. 1976; Elia & Livesey, 1983; Smith & Elia, 1983). BCAA were also taken up by muscle after a mixed meal but in this situation they accounted for a smaller proportion of the total amino acid uptake (Fig. 5; Elia et al. 1989). When the uptake of BCAA by muscle is in excess of that required for net protein synthesis, some of it may expand the free amino acid pool in muscle, and the remainder is metabolized.

The development of an enzymic method for measuring BCOA allowed Livesey & Lund (1980) to undertake A–V catheterization studies across the liver and hind limb of the rat. These studies suggested that BCAA were transaminated in the hind limb, and the resulting BCOA was released into the circulation for subsequent uptake and metabolism in the liver. These observations were consistent with the observations that the activity of BCAA aminotransferase in the musculature of the rat is greater than that in the liver, and that the reverse was true for BCOA dehydrogenase (Shinnick & Harper, 1976) (cf. man). Later studies (Elia, 1981; Elia & Livesey, 1983) showed that the release of BCOA by the rat hind
Table 4. Arterial (A) and arterio-venous (arterio-deep venous (A-DV) or arterio-superficial venous (A-SV) or both) concentration differences of branched-chain amino acids (BCAA) and branched-chain α-keto acids (BCOA), before and after infusion of leucine into humans and rats.†‡ Based on Elia (1981) and Elia & Livesey (1981, 1983). (The basal values for man are means of two measurements taken at -15 and 0 min. The basal values for the rat are single measurements. In separate rat experiments in which saline (9 g sodium chloride/l) was infused (0-1 min), the A-DV values for BCOA were -22.8 (SE 2.6) and -22.6 (SE 3.7) μmol/l).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period (min) after leucine infusion</th>
<th>Basal + 15</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>se</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCAA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-DV</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>+250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-SV</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCOA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>113.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-DV</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>+2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-SV</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCAA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-DV</td>
<td>+44</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>+82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCOA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>64.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-DV</td>
<td>-19.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-69.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean values were significantly different from basal measurements.
* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001.
† In man 3.8 g L-leucine was infused between 0-10 min. In the rat 46 mg L-leucine was infused between 0 and 1 min.
‡ Positive A-DV and A-SV values indicate uptake and negative A-DV and A-SV values indicate release.
limb could be enhanced considerably by the administration of one of the BCAA (leucine; Table 4).

In man the situation turned out to be different. A-V catheterization studies of the forearm showed that the uptake of substantial quantities of BCAA after administration of leucine (Table 4) or a protein meal (Fig. 4) was associated with relatively little release of BCOA (consistent with the distribution of BCOA dehydrogenase in the human body (Khatra et al. 1977; cf. rat Shinnick & Harper, 1976). These studies suggest that there is a possible danger in using animal models to study certain human aspects of amino acid metabolism.

CONCLUSION

The use of regional catheterization techniques in man has shown that there is an intricate and continuous exchange of nutrients between tissues. The way in which substrates are processed during feeding, fasting, physical activity and disease is more complex than previously thought. It is possible for the metabolic function of one tissue to be influenced by the supply of substrates and hormones from a variety of other tissues. The factors that orchestrate this interaction remain an important problem in metabolic regulation. Nevertheless, a further understanding of some of the regulatory processes involved in vivo may be obtained from studies in which the net utilization and flux of nutrients within the body (e.g. assessed by tracer studies, N excretion, indirect calorimetry) are coupled with measurements of substrate exchange across individual tissues.
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